Press coverage July 2022

**JCHR examines the role of Parliament in protecting human rights and impact of Bill of Rights Bill reforms**
5/7/22  UK Parliament

**New UK commission to look at current counter-terrorism laws**
14/7/22  Scottish Legal News

**Sir Declan Morgan to chair UK commission looking at current counter-terrorism laws**
14/7/22  Irish Legal News

**Matrix Law Pod: Boris Johnson and the rule of law**
21/7/22  Matrix Chambers

**NI Protocol Dispute ‘is causing significant disruption**
22/7/22  GB News broadcast

**NI Protocol Dispute ‘is causing significant disruption’ says Dr Oliver Garner**
22/7/22  The Global Herald

**Experts discuss whether the new prime minister could solve the Northern Ireland protocol problem**
25/7/22  Yahoo News from the Independent event